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Brief Description of Tutorial:
In many industries, largely the data sources are heterogeneous and multidimensional. They are characterized by
multiple volumes and varieties. As an example, oil and gas upstream has such big data volumes and varieties in
multiple domains. By virtue of varying geographies and complex topographies, petroleum data sources in
multiple domains have periodic and geographic dimensions. In addition, business rules in these industries
change quickly because of fast changing resources’ business scenarios. To demonstrate big data concepts in the
resources’ business, various petroleum systems are considered in the context of Middle Eastern regions. For
sustainable business and diverse operations in the Middle Eastern regions, as a part of digital ecosystems and
technologies (DEST) approach, design and development of petroleum management information system (PMIS)
and petroleum digital ecosystems (PDE) are articulated, simulating a robust and holistic integrated framework.
Big data tools and technologies that drive this framework offer modelling and integrated solutions with improved
understanding of systems’ connectivity. Other artefacts in the framework are data mining, visualization, data
analysis and interpretation that add values to PDE and its associated projects. New knowledge is obtained on
petroleum exploration & production (E&P) to make future forecast of resources in the hugely spread petroleum
provinces in the Middle Eastern regions in a sustainable manner.
The purpose of this tutorial is to explore the big data opportunities in an oil & gas upstream. The big data hype
motivate the authors to develop a design science information system (DSIS), which is articulated by an
integrated framework. This framework caters the data modelling, data warehousing and mining of volumes of
data sources, associated with petroleum systems of large-scale sedimentary basins. The real hype of big data
depends on the size and type of basin or groups of basins, petroleum systems and oil & gas fields described in
such hierarchies. Data sources of elements and processes of petroleum systems that describe structural,
stratigraphic and strati-structural events need a robust and holistic ontology based heterogeneous and
multidimensional data warehouse approach with constructs’ modelling, data mining, and visualization and
interpretation artefacts. Big data tools facilitate the generalized conceptualization, from global scale to
specialization, local scale events as simulated in digital ecosystems’ scenarios. Big data has power of connecting
various ecosystems of sedimentary basins. The PDE approach is a digital oil field solution in various application
development domains such as conventional and unconventional petroleum systems, carbon emission ecosystems
and even turbulent resources management.
Intended Audience:

Data analysts, resources managers, oil & gas explorers, IS researchers, academicians and upstream business
development managers.
The audience in terms of expected knowledge in the material: basic, medium, advanced:
Level of knowledge is basic and medium.
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